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The Internet, Human Rights, and U.S. Foreign Policy: The Global Online
Freedom Act of 2012
By David P. Fidler

Introduction 

On March 27, 2012, the Subcommittee on
Africa, Global Health, and Human Rights
of the U.S. House of Representatives
approved the Global Online Freedom Act
of 2012 (“GOFA”).[1] This proposed
legislation seeks to prevent U.S.
businesses from cooperating with
governments that use the Internet for

censorship and repression, to strengthen U.S. promotion of freedom of expression on the
Internet, and to improve corporate responsibility concerning human rights and the
Internet.[2] GOFA represents a development in the prominent controversy concerning
human rights in cyberspace. This Insight describes the context in which GOFA arose in
Congress, the content of the proposed bill, and implications of this congressional activity for
the relationships between the Internet, human rights, and U.S. foreign policy.

Internet Freedom as a Global Human Rights Issue

The Internet’s emergence as a global communications technology has intersected with
efforts to promote and protect many human rights. The Internet’s importance to human
rights is such that some experts have debated whether access to the Internet itself
represents a human right.[3] An important aspect of this debate has involved the Internet’s
growing significance in the enjoyment of the freedoms of opinion, expression, and
association protected by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights, and regional human rights treaties.[4] Controversies involving
governments restricting Internet access, censoring Internet content, using information
obtained from Internet communications to intimidate and punish individuals, and engaging
in cyber attacks against Web sites and email accounts of political opponents have raised
the Internet’s global human rights profile.

In response, many governments, international organizations, and non-governmental
organizations (“NGOs”) have increased their attention on “Internet freedom”—the freedom
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to access and use the Internet as a means of exercising the freedoms of opinion,
expression, and association. In 2011, the Obama administration heightened the importance
of Internet freedom in U.S. foreign policy.[5] The Group of Eight’s 2011 Declaration on
Renewed Commitment for Freedom and Democracy highlighted the Internet’s importance
for “political liberty and emancipation[.]”[6] The UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to
Freedom of Opinion and Expression asserted in 2011 that the Internet has “become a key
means by which individuals can exercise their right to freedom of opinion and
expression[.]”[7] Various NGOs have documented governmental efforts to turn the Internet
into a tool of political repression, including Freedom House’s 2011 assessment of Internet
freedom in thirty-seven countries around the world.[8]

The Global Online Freedom Act

a.         Background

Representative Christopher Smith (R-New Jersey) introduced the first version of GOFA in
February 2006 in response to controversies related to U.S. information technology
companies cooperating with the Chinese government in what critics called Internet
censorship and repression of dissidents.[9] In introducing the bill, Smith argued that these
companies “have aided and abetted the Chinese regime . . . [by] propagating the message
of the dictatorship unabated and supporting the secret police in a myriad of ways . . . in
order to effectuate a massive crackdown on its citizens.”[10] Smith subsequently introduced
versions of GOFA in January 2007, May 2009, April 2011, and December 2011.[11]
Controversies involving governmental efforts to restrict Internet access during the Arab
Spring in 2011 played a role in Smith’s introduction of two versions of the bill in that year.

The versions of GOFA generated questions, concerns, and opposition from information
technology companies (e.g., in connection with proposals for criminal penalties on
companies[12]) and NGOs monitoring Internet freedom (e.g., concerns that aspects of the
proposed legislation might not help the cause of Internet freedom[13]). To date, the 2007
version advanced the farthest, with an amended text being approved by three committees
and sent to the House of Representatives for consideration.[14] However, the House has
not voted on any version of GOFA, nor has a companion bill been introduced in the Senate.

The importance of GOFA arises in how Smith and his supporters have adapted strategies
used in legislative efforts and non-governmental activities to advance human rights to the
emerging, complex, and contentious agenda of Internet freedom. These strategies aim to
create requirements for U.S. government policy concerning Internet freedom and to
increase corporate transparency and accountability with respect to the Internet and human
rights.

b.         Requirements for the U.S. Government on Internet Freedom

The version of GOFA adopted by the House Subcommittee on Africa, Global Health, and
Human Rights in March 2012 contains three requirements for U.S. government action.

(1) Internet Freedom and Government Reports

GOFA would mandate the Executive Branch to include “an assessment of freedom of
expression with respect to electronic information in each foreign country” in reports required
by the Foreign Assistance Act concerning the human rights practices of countries receiving
U.S. economic assistance and countries proposed to receive U.S. security assistance.[15]
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The State Department meets these requirements through its annual country reports on
human rights practices. Federal law already requires these reports to include assessments
on the status of the freedom of the press,[16] and the State Department has included
Internet freedom in its annual country reports on human rights for years.[17] However,
GOFA would make Internet freedom more prominent in these reports by requiring them to
address specific issues, including assessments of the extent to which governments have
attempted to filter, censor, or otherwise block or remove nonviolent expression of political or
religious opinion through the Internet.[18]

GOFA would also require the U.S. Trade Representative to report on “trade-related issues
or disputes that arise due to government censorship or disruption of the Internet among
United States trade partners” and how the U.S. government has addressed these
matters.[19] This provision seeks to ensure that U.S. trade policies support the global free
flow of information on the Internet.   

(2) Requirement to Designate Internet-Restricting Countries

GOFA would also require the Secretary of State to designate annually “Internet-restricting
countries,”[20] defined as countries in which the government “is directly or indirectly
responsible for a systematic pattern of substantial restrictions on Internet freedom during
any part of the preceding 1-year period.”[21] GOFA defines “substantial restrictions on
Internet freedom” as “actions that restrict or punish the free availability of information via the
Internet for reasons other than legitimate foreign law enforcement purposes[.]”[22] Such
purposes do not include “control, suppression, or punishment of peaceful expression of
political, religious, or ideological opinion or belief” or “expression protected by article 19 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.”[23] For each Internet-restricting
country designated, GOFA would require the Secretary of State to report to Congress on
U.S. efforts and programs to counter substantial restrictions on Internet freedom.[24] In
addition, GOFA’s provisions on export controls and corporate accountability (see below)
use these designations. These aspects of GOFA echo other U.S. statutory schemes, such
as the placement of countries on a Special Watch List concerning human trafficking[25] or
designation of countries as state sponsors of terrorism.[26]

(3) Export Controls

GOFA proposes amending U.S. export control laws to require the Secretary of Commerce
to develop and maintain “a list of goods and technology that would serve the primary
purpose of assisting . . . a foreign government in acquiring the capability to carry out
censorship, surveillance, or any other similar or related activity through means of
telecommunications, including the Internet[.]”[27] GOFA would also require prohibiting the
exports of such goods and technology to government end-users in any Internet-restricting
country so designated by the Secretary of State.[28] GOFA grants the President the ability
to waive such prohibitions if the President determines that such a waiver is in the U.S.
national interest.[29] These aspects of GOFA resemble other prohibitions on exports of
certain items to governments that violate internationally recognized human rights.[30]

c.         Corporate Transparency and Accountability Regarding Internet Freedom

Controversies concerning Internet freedom have involved information technology
corporations providing information or selling products to repressive governments.[31] GOFA
attempts to address corporate behavior beyond application of export controls by requiring
certain disclosures from Internet communications service companies subject to the
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Securities Exchange Act of 1934 that operate in any Internet-restricting country.[32] GOFA
would require such companies to disclose in their annual reports to the Securities and
Exchange Commission (“SEC”) their policies on (1) human rights due diligence, (2)
disclosure of personally identifiable information, and (3) if companies provide Internet
search engine or content hosting services, providing users with notice when an Internet-
restricting country requests removal or blocking of specific content.[33] This aspect of GOFA
follows in the footsteps of disclosure requirements Congress imposed in 2010 on
companies subject to the Securities Exchange Act on their use of “conflict minerals”
originating in the Democratic Republic of the Congo or adjoining countries.[34]

GOFA would exempt from this disclosure requirement any Internet communications service
company that can provide a certification from the Global Network Initiative (“GNI”) or other
multi-stakeholder initiative that the company is in good standing with such initiative.[35] GNI
is a multi-stakeholder effort involving companies, investors, NGOs, and academics to help
companies in the information and communication technology sector advance freedom of
expression and privacy, particularly in the face of pressure from governments to act in ways
that conflict with international human rights protections for freedom of expression and
privacy.[36] Companies that participate in GNI agree to have their policies and activities
independently reviewed for compliance with GNI’s principles.[37] This approach resembles
the use of independent auditing and certification of companies’ compliance with human
rights and labor standards.[38]

Implications of the Global Online Freedom Act

GOFA’s attempt to advance human rights in cyberspace by deepening the importance of
Internet freedom in U.S. foreign policy and in corporate behavior has not yet produced
sufficient political support for legislative passage and presidential signature to be assured.
Key aspects of GOFA continue to face questions and problems. The State Department’s
long-standing practice of including Internet freedom in its annual human rights country
reports means that GOFA’s provisions on this issue are not dramatic innovations. Concerns
have been raised that the requirement to designate Internet-restricting countries will be
politicized unless non-governmental actors also participate in the designation process.[39]
GOFA’s use of export controls has generated worries that trade sanctions might harm
people in foreign countries who need access to more and better information technologies in
the face of repressive government policies on Internet freedom.[40] The controversies that
have flared with respect to implementation of SEC disclosure requirements on conflict
minerals[41] perhaps provide a taste of problems that might arise if GOFA in its present
form moves forward.

More broadly, some experts believe that other legislative activity in Congress addressing
cybersecurity undercuts U.S. credibility on Internet freedom. Civil liberties groups have
raised concerns that cybersecurity legislative proposals under consideration by Congress
(e.g., the Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act[42]) increase governmental
surveillance powers and undermine privacy rights—outcomes these groups argue damage
Internet freedom at home while the United States champions Internet freedom abroad.[43]
Further, U.S. government interest in better Internet surveillance capabilities helps drive
private-sector efforts to develop new technologies, which also become export products for
companies.[44] These issues suggest that reconciling the Internet freedom agenda with
mounting cybersecurity worries and needs remains a work in progress in the United States,
let alone other countries around the world.
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In this general election year, the prospects for GOFA in Congress are even more uncertain.
However, GOFA has become part of the policy discourse on Internet freedom and U.S.
foreign policy, and it has helped stimulate debates about the most effective ways to reshape
U.S. and corporate approaches to human rights in cyberspace. These debates have not
reached consensus, leaving open the question whether promoting and protecting human
rights on the Internet requires different strategies from those used in U.S. legislation on
human rights policy in the past. GOFA might never become law, but the issues it addresses
and objectives it attempts to advance will only increase in importance and controversy as
the world becomes ever more dependent on the Internet and cyberspace.
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